Abstract. Changes in usage patterns of mobile services are continuously influenced by the enhanced features of mobile devices and software applications. Current cross-platform frameworks that allow the implementation of advanced mobile applications have triggered recent developments in relation to end-user mobile services and mobile mashups creation. Inspired by these latest developments, this paper presents our current development related to a cross-platform software system that enables the creation of mobile mashups within an end-user programming environment.
Introduction
Mobile devices are getting more powerful in terms of computational power and functionalities. GPS sensors, high definition cameras and Internet access are perceived as standard features of today's mobile devices. The market for mobile applications is continuously growing in direct relation to these latest developments. The more powerful these devices will get, the more powerful mobile applications will become. One of the drawbacks in the development of mobile applications is that developers have to face with the restrictions in the mobile phone hardware and the devices' specifications [1] . Furthermore, they need to have knowledge about different programming languages because the Software Development Kits (SDKs) released by the platform creators are usually tied to a specific language. All these developments generate the need of having software systems that provide end-users with a simple way for the creation of mobile applications [2] . Such systems should be able to integrate different features to create cross-platform mobile applications in such a way that they would not be bound to a particular mobile platform. Another central point of focus is mobile mashups and the lack of possibilities to create mashups optimized for mobile usage. In order to address these specific issues, we have designed and developed a system that enables the creation and deployment of customized crossplatform mobile mashups using an end-user programming environment.
Requirements engineering for web applications follows the general guidelines used for software applications. According to [3] , the main functional requirements of web applications need to incorporate organization, application domain, navigation and interaction requirements. Guided by these principles and the outcomes of our literature survey, we have identified a number of features that a mobile mashup system should have: 1. Mobile mashups should not be bound to device specifications and should work cross-platform [1] ; 2. The mashups needs to access social networks and other Web 2.0 services to exchange data [4] ; 3. Previous programming skills should not be required to create mobile mashups [5] ; 4. The functionalities for the mashups are offered as customizable components [2] ; 5. The environment needs to allow sharing the created mashups with other users [2, 5] ; 6. The environment needs to work with visual programming concepts and technologies [6] .
Proposed solution: Based on the above-mentioned features, we have developed a system as described in figure 1. Different components are used in order to support enhanced customization of mobile mashups. Service components are used to provide core functionalities for a mashup; like the access to server site features and important Web APIs and/or their combination. These components are used to allow the user to receive existing content or to create new content by entering personal data. Layout components are used to present information and content such as text, images or videos. Device components are used to access the advanced features of today's mobile devices like the GPS sensor data, activation of the photo camera and access to the device content. Additional components are proposed to provide enhanced extensibility to the software system. framework. The editor provides a GUI that enables to combine and to configure mashup components using visual programming concepts and techniques. Using this editor, mashups can be published to a service directory on a web server to make them accessible to other users. The Mobile Mashup Viewer runs on the mobile device as a native application. The viewer was implemented using the cross-platform mobile framework Titanium Mobile (www.appcelerator.com) and it provides access to the remote mashup service directory. In contrast to desktop mashups, mobile mashups have to run within the viewer application and not within a web browser. This is necessary to be able to access the sensor data and the content of mobile devices within a mashup. For that reason, the editor creates and publishes the mashup not as a mobile web application but rather as description of the created mashup. This description contains the mashup structure and settings, its components and their configuration. The viewer can interpret this description and deploys the mobile mashup application out of it. The proposed software solution is cross-platform; both on the editor and the viewer site.
Cross-platform mobile mashup example
A mobile mashup can contain different pages and components that are added to each specific application. When a component is added to a page it can be configured, resized and positioned on it. A prototype of the Mobile Mashup Editor is shown in figure 2 and contains an example with three pages. The example below has three different components: 1) A service component for a Google Map that shows either an address the author can configure or a location information received through a Web API, 2) A layout component with a label and an entered mailing address text and 3) A device component for calling a configured telephone number. Within the Mobile Mashup Viewer application, published mashups can be deployed. The deployed example mashup has been tested on the iPhone and Android platforms as shown in figures 3 & 4. After the deployment, the user can navigate through the different mashup pages. The layout of the pages and the functionalities are equal to the designed pages and the configuration the author made in the editor. 
Conclusion and future work
The focus of the prototype implementation was to create the basis for an extensible software system capable of creating and deploying mobile mashups. Initial tests of our current prototype on the iPhone and Android platforms have proven the validity of this approach. The system offers new ways and possibilities for the creation of mobile applications that will be accessible from several mobile platforms. Moreover, the end-user programming environment, the Mobile Mashup Editor, provides an easy to use development platform, as an author can make use of visual programming concepts and techniques. Aspects related to privacy and trusts are beyond the scope of this paper.
Innovative features and benefits:
The proposed solution provides the following unique features compared to existing approaches or systems: 1. The installed viewer application on the mobile device allows an easy access to the published mashups. Developers can therefore provide mobile mashup applications without the restrictions of an application store or licensing; 2. The use of cross-platform technologies on the editor and viewer site does not bind the solution to particular platforms and devices. As a result, the potential benefits of the proposed software system can be described as follows: 1. The deployed mobile applications have the layout and functionalities that were designed for and can use the features of the mobile device like GPS, camera and the device content; 2. The software system is component-based and therefore extensible through the integration of additional components. In our future development, we plan to integrate database components to our system. This will allow the Mobile Mashup Viewer to provide offline working capabilities and synchronisation with a remote database. Another line of exploration is the specification and development of additional components that can be used in different application domains.
